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ABOUT
the Initiative

The Eastern European Reformation Ministry founded the 

Christians for Ukraine International Initiative in close 

cooperation with the God's Light Church in Lublin, Poland. It is a 

platform for various charitable initiatives to organize 

humanitarian aid and other relief activities for Ukrainians in 

Ukraine and Poland.



The Initiative was launched at the beginning of the full-scale war unleashed by Russia, and we plan to support

the post-war rebuilding of Ukraine even after the war ends. We want to create a network of individual donors and 

organizations sharing the same vision. The vision is to help Ukraine survive Russian aggression and be transformed

by the action of Christian values into a country with a firm Biblical foundation.



Humanitarian Aid

In June, due to the effort of the Christians for Ukraine International 

Initiative, the transfer of 3 trucks was organized. Due to the sponsorship 

of our donors and partners, we distributed more than 53 tons of food in 

different areas of Ukraine. We also delivered tourniquets (hemostatic 

control applications), first aid kits, and special bandages for the 

Ukrainian military.

SOME FIGURES



This month, the food distribution was localized

in the Lviv, Kyiv, and Cherkasy regions according

to the requirements of the grant programs

that sponsored these transfers.

As for medical supplies, the chaplains

we cooperate with did their best to deliver

them as close to the frontline as possible,

where they are needed the most.

The chaplains provided tourniquets, first aid kits,

and special bandages to the Donetsk, Dnipro,

Zhytomyr, Kyiv, and Zaporizhzhia regions

to save the lives of Ukrainian soldiers.

Humanitarian Aid
GEOGRAPHY



Humanitarian Aid

In close partnership with Korea Food for the Hungry 

International (KFHI), the Eastern Europe Reformation 

Foundation builds a diversified cooperation network

to support Ukraine in this challenging time. Due to our 

Korean partners, we adopted two grants in June. The first

is from the Community Chest of Korea, and the second is 

from the Korea International Cooperation Agency. These 

grant programs are designed for several deliveries of food 

and other items to Ukraine.

We are glad to continue cooperating with the European 

Mission Fellowship, which monthly sponsors trucks to the 

Cherkasy region. In June, we continued to distribute

medical items and purchase vehicles due to

the sponsorship of Evangelical Presbyterian Church (USA).

The Eastern Europe Reformation Foundation also wants to 

thank all private donors who provided finances for different 

aspects of the relief activities of our Initiative!

PARTNERSHIP



The war in Ukraine is exhausting for all of us, but the people who sacrifice the most are soldiers and volunteers

who defend our country on the frontline. We are grateful to work with military chaplains that share the Good News, 

prayers, and words of hope with Ukrainian defenders. The chaplains often help get some practical items that help 

support the Ukrainian army or even save lives. As one of the chaplains shared with us, in some cases, the primary 

reason for military death is the blood loss caused by the injuries. For this reason, our Initiative was active in passing

the medical items, especially tourniquets (hemostatic control applications), to those who needed them the most.

Please, pray for our brothers who dedicate their lives to providing spiritual support for Ukrainian Army despite

the threats to their own lives.

CHAPLAINS
COOPERATION WITH



VEHICLES

You cannot imagine a successful project without a proper technical 

supply. It is true when you speak both about some farming business or 

defending the country. In June, our ministry was involved in transferring 

the two vehicles. One van was handed over to support the eKaban 

project. This project consists of the production of canned pork and its 

distribution to the military and people affected by the war.

Another car, an off-road vehicle, was donated for the project, which is 

coordinated by the team of pastor and chaplain Gennadiy Mokhnenko. 

With joint efforts, we purchased the 23rd car for their 100 vehicles for 

the Armed Forces of Ukraine project. It was possible thanks to the 

financial support of the Evangelical Presbyterian Church from the 

United States.

FOR VARIOUS NEEDS



Our key partner in Lublin, the God's Light Church, continues its 

dedicated ministry to Ukrainian refugees. They provide housing for 120 

people, including 60 children, within six shelters. The Light in You 

Children's Club gathers more than 20 children daily. On June 1st, the 

Church organized an interesting program dedicated to International 

Children's Day.

In June, they sent about 2 tons of humanitarian aid to Ukraine for 

people in need and supported Ukrainian refugees by providing food, 

housing, helping in finding jobs, and other issues.

 IN POLAND

SHELTERS AND WORK
WITH UKRAINIANS



On July 1, by the joint effort of the Christians for Ukraine 

International Initiative and the Light in You Children's Club,

we launched the Summer Educational Project for children from 

Ukraine in Poland. The main goal of this charitable project is

to instill a love of studying among children and increase the level 

of education of children from Ukraine by filling the gaps caused 

by online education during pandemics and war.

The project is designed for preschool and school students.

Each day, children will have several lessons, such as Math, 

Ukrainian Language and Literature, History, Bible Lessons,

and foreign languages   (Polish and English). Also, within the 

project, children can attend additional Music classes (piano

and guitar). The project also involves the inclusion of parents

in the process of their children's education.

FOR CHILDREN
THE NEW EDUCATIONAL PROJECT 



With leftist forces now using June to promote LGBT ideology, 

our media team had yet another battleground.

We continued to address today's challenges at both national 

and international levels. However, even against the 

background of these challenges, we emphasize victories

on the ideological and physical front.

Part of our team joined the process of creation and launching 

of a new apologetics project. Following the example and in 

partnership with William Lane Craig's Reasonable Faith 

ministry, we are preparing to launch its Ukrainian-language 

counterpart in July.

Also, our team is working on the War Realities project, which 

aims to tell the world what is happening in Ukraine: Russia's 

war crimes, heroic deeds of Ukrainians, and testimonies

of God's glory. Very soon, these materials will be available

on our website
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VISION
FOR THE FUTURE

Because of the great need for specific programs to help 

renew and rebuild Ukraine, our Initiative started negotiations 

and consultations to create a platform of ministries that will 

join their efforts to accomplish this goal. This platform is 

supposed to be a network of communities that implement 

practical projects aimed at rebuilding Ukraine physically, 

emotionally, and spiritually. But all these projects should 

share the common ground – the Vision of Ukraine as a Godly 

Nation in various aspects of life on the level of a person, a 

family, a local community, and the whole nation.

To create such an idea-based framework, we plan to adapt 

our Christian Open Academy program to be more practical 

and more focused on matters of nation-building. For the last 

two years, the Christian Open Academy has been a 7-month 

informal education program that equipped Christian leaders 

to be missionaries in society. Now, we see that this vision has 

an even higher level of relevance. 



the Christians for Ukraine
International Initiative

YOU CAN SUPPORT

WITH YOUR DONATIONS

BANK ACCOUNT
(EUR, USD, GBP, and PLN)

tax-deductible donations for US residents
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